1. What is the nationality of workers who can enter and work in the project?

No restrictions on the nationality. However, please note the following:

- Permit for non-Jordanians: the permit approval process requires 2-3 weeks
- Permit for Jordanians: the permit approval process requires a minimum of 3 working days.
- The contractor can hire workers from a pool of qualified refugees in the camp.

2. How many days are required to issue the work permission for whom that will work in the project? and what is the period validity of work permission?

- Please refer to question 1 for the period of issuing the permit. The permit can be granted for the entire project period according to the tender documents.

3. Regarding the working hours, what is the start time of work and the finish time work (Daily working period).

- Daily working hours as permitted by the authorities is 7:00 am – 5:00 pm (Saturday – Thursday)

4. Is there any monetary compensation, if the Basic construction materials such as (Fuel, cement, rebar, etc.) are changed prices, in accordance to the Ministry of public works & Housing regulations?

- There will be NO monetary compensation, if the Basic construction materials such as (Fuel, cement, reinforcement bars, etc.) changes prices. Please, reference UNHCR General Condition for Civil Works (October 2000 version)

5. Regarding the equipment and machinery, can be stayed in the project or it should be transport outside the site of camp?

- The machinery can stay in the camp only in an approved location by UNHCR and the authorities under the responsibility of the contractor. Which means UNHCR is not responsible in any way for the machinery, materials, and equipment in the camp.

6. Is there any advance payment? and what is the process of payment for the works completed?

- There will be no advance payment. However, 10% of contract sum payment in lieu of mobilization and other initial work preliminaries may be considered upon presentation of verifiable performance bond and bank guarantee covering not less than 10% of the contract sum.
- The process of payment for works completed is upon due certification by UNHCR designated supervising engineer of works done inline with agreed milestone indicated in your program of work

7. Drawings no. Z421, Z422 and Z423 are missing, please provide us with these drawings.
- Please find attached.

8. Can you please clarify the location and the sections of the Trapezoidal Ditch required under Item No. 5.03 of the BOQ
- Please refer to drawings.

9. Since BOQ item no. 1.01 is a Provisional Sum and the quantities and the site conditions are not identified, this item should be priced by the Employer not the Contractor. However, should the Contractor price this item please confirm whether this item will be part of the evaluated price or not?
- Prospective bidders are expected to fill in the provisional amount based on how they deem fit. Referenced to the site visit.

10. Is it possible to clarify amount if Tender Bond required for project Entry if needed?
- The performance Bond required for project entry is 10% of the total contract sum (based on individual bidder’s firm financial offer)

11. Please specify the value of the Provisional sum (Bill No. (1): General Provision), in order to avoid big differences in the evaluation of this item.
- Refer to the answer of question No.5 above.

12. Regarding to the heavy machinery needed for the project, what are the documents required to be submitted with the tender for the machinery that will be rented during the project. Kindly note that the rent agreements cannot be entered into during the tender period.
- It is a qualification requirement, and it should be fulfilled.

13. I want to ask about the classification of the contractor required for the bid.
- The Contractor shall be of 2nd classification in roads as per MOPWH.